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Herefordshire Council
When finalising your Neighbourhood Development Plan, you will also need to submit a consultation statement to demonstrate how you have consulted on your Neighbourhood Development Plan throughout the process and how you have utilised the information gathered.

This guidance note will help inform you of how to produce your statement and what is needed within your statement to comply with regulations.

This document is copyright of Herefordshire Council, please contact the Neighbourhood Planning team if you wish to reuse it in whole or part.
**Introduction**

When your Neighbourhood Development Plan is submitted to Herefordshire Council, the Neighbourhood Planning regulations require it to be accompanied by a consultation statement. The examiner will use the consultation statement to judge the effectiveness of the process for engaging the whole community in the preparation of the Neighbourhood Development Plan.

**What should be included?**

Your consultation statement should include information on how you consulted the public, who you consulted (including any statutory consultees), a summary of the main issues raised, and how you have addressed those issues in any review of your Neighbourhood Development Plan. It will be easier for you to produce this statement if a record is kept throughout all of the consultation processes.

**Neighbourhood Planning Regulation 15 (2)** highlights that consultation documents should include:

a) Details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan

b) Explain how they were consulted

c) Summarise the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted

d) Describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan

**Explain how they were consulted**

It will be important to show how consultation was undertaken at the various stages of your plans production and how this reached a wide variety of people within the community. Records and copies of posters, adverts and questionnaires should be included within the appendix to demonstrate how the community was told about an event or consultation period. Lists of attendance including age ranges and locations will help to demonstrate that all members of the community have been involved.

**How to show the issues raised during consultation**

Throughout the process of developing your Neighbourhood Development Plan it is useful to complete a record of each consultation event or period that you have undertaken and what issues were raised from these as you go. You may wish to record the events in different ways depending upon the format of the consultation; however you must include the date of the consultation, what form the consultation took place, who you consulted and what were the results/issues raised. This will help meet the requirements within part c and d of the Regulations.

If you undertake several different consultation events then you may either choose to write a separate consultation report for each event or create ‘portfolios’ to include as one document at the end, where each event represents a chapter. (For the various consultation methods you could use, see guidance note 12: Best practice community engagement techniques).

It will be important to record all minutes from your steering group and parish council meetings where decisions were taken based on consultation outcomes. The examiner will be looking for a clear audit trail of all decisions made and how consultation responses were taken into consideration and balanced with any evidence and specific information gathered.

**Consultation template**

Appendix 1 is a template that can be used for recording the issues raised at each event and it will also enable you to show how the parish council/steering group have addressed these issues during the preparation of your NDP.

If you follow the template your consultation statement should comply with the Regulations section c and d. You will also need to include under ‘details of consultation event’ on the template, a write up of each event/consultation method which will provide more details of who was consulted and what the event entailed to meet section a and b of the regs. If you need a word version of the template in Appendix 1 ask your Neighbourhood Planning support officer who
will be able to email one across to you.

Separate guidance is available regarding the requirements to consult statutory bodies and organisations. See guidance note 13: Statutory consultees.
Neighbourhood Development Plan for Fill in your parish name Parish

Event date/consultation period:

Event title:

Details of consultation event: this could include where it was held, what information was provided, and who responded to the consultation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of the issues raised in the comments received</th>
<th>Number of comments with this issue</th>
<th>How the issue has been addressed in your Neighbourhood Development Plan</th>
</tr>
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Total number of attendees at your event
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